Integrating Company Collaboration in Course Design

Activity no. 4
Online Workshop
Nov 10, 2021 at 13-15.30 CET
Workload: 2.5 hours

Learning outcomes
- Explain benefits of university-industry collaboration for different stakeholders
- Develop a collaboration model that suits your subject, course and students
- Understand the key resources needed for successful company collaboration

Assessment
No assessment

Activities
- Introduction to several models of company collaboration, workshop for developing collaboration at your university

Resources
- Available on Metacampus in November

Trainers
Regina Castelein-Osorno, Laura Kitinoja, Silva Saulio (Aalto University)

Contact person
Laura Kitinoja
laura.kitinoja@aalto.fi

Registration (DL 3 November)
Link

Innovative pedagogies for all teaching staff